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I.

Executive Summary

The Climate Change Committee (CCC) was appointed by the Town Moderator after approval of the
Annual Town Meeting article in May 2016. The purpose and responsibilities of the CCC include the
following:






Review progress that has been made in implementing the Ipswich Climate Action Plan
(CAP) and reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the municipal government
(Town) sector;
Interview primary advisory boards and Town staff to identify measures that have been
undertaken by the Town, and solicit suggestions for projects and efforts they think could be
undertaken to reduce GHG emissions. These would improve progress toward implementing
the CAP;
Identify new recommendations that were not considered or available at the time the CAP
was prepared in 2011.

The Town has made a number of energy-efficiency improvements to municipal buildings, including new
doors and windows, and upgrades to heating and cooling equipment since the release of the Ipswich
CAP. These efforts are commendable. At the same time, many of the principal recommendations of
the CAP remain incomplete or have not been addressed. These include hiring a person to coordinate
comprehensive Town energy conservation and renewable energy efforts, and creating an “energy team”
comprised of department staff to assist and collaborate on this effort – recommendations that would
enable the Town to go beyond physical improvements to develop organizational capacity and planning
to make greater progress.
The CCC believes the Town should reinvigorate its efforts towards addressing climate change
mitigation (i.e., reduction in energy use and GHG emissions, increasing renewable energy). Ipswich is a
coastal community with a tidal river within proximity to key assets in the downtown area and elsewhere.
As such, the Town faces many climate-related challenges in the coming decades, including rising sea
levels, flooding from storm surges and more intense precipitation events, summer droughts and extreme
temperatures, and warming ocean waters. In fact, the Gulf of Maine is warming faster than most waters
throughout the world, and we are already experiencing these changes today.
Responding to these changes will not only test the Town government’s financial stability and capacity,
but will affect many of the community’s social and economic assets such as our beaches, downtown
businesses and historic homes, and farms.
Addressing climate change requires contributions from all sectors of our community: municipal,
residential, and businesses. However, the municipal government plays a key role for several reasons.
The Electric Light Department manages and controls the sources of electricity, and a significant source
of GHG emissions, used by the Town. The municipal government is not only a role model and a source
of information and guidance, but can provide assistance to its citizens and businesses in making wise
decisions on climate change mitigation and response.
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The CCC members interviewed many town staff and found that while few were familiar with the CAP,
most staff were interested in the recommendations and felt that an “energy team” would be one
way to improve inter-departmental coordination for energy conservation and renewable energy.
Virtually all indicated that their departments did not have adequate staff to undertake many of the
recommendations.
The CCC believes the Ipswich Board of Selectmen has a substantial responsibility in guiding the
Town towards a more sustainable future. The Board has the ability to set priorities and establish a
budget to achieve reduction in GHG emissions and facilitate the deployment of more renewable energy.
For example, some of the primary recommendations from the 2011 CAP, as well as those of the CCC,
include establishing energy conservation metrics in the performance plans of department staff, hiring an
energy conservation/education coordinator, establishing an interdepartmental “energy team”, and
implementing a goal to reduce municipal energy use/GHG emissions. Although most recommendations
would be implemented by municipal government employees, the Board has a critical role and
responsibility in setting priorities and establishing a budget to ensure the municipal government fulfills
these goals.
Cities and towns can, and must, make important contributions toward reduction in fossil fuel use and
GHG emissions. Michael Bloomberg, the former mayor of New York City, perhaps said it best in a
New York Times Op-Ed article, dated March 31, 2017: “In both red and blue states, cities — which
account for about two-thirds of the country’s emissions — are taking the lead in the fight against climate
change. More than 130 American cities have joined the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and
Energy, and all are determined to see that we meet our Paris goal. Their local policies — expanding
mass transit, increasing the energy efficiency of their buildings, installing electric vehicle charging
stations, creating bike share programs, planting trees, to name just a few — will help ensure we do.”
While Ipswich doesn’t match the size and clout of a major city, thousands of towns like Ipswich do
make a difference. Most importantly, Ipswich as a coastal community stands to lose much more than
many others as a result of climate change. We have a responsibility to our children, grandchildren, and
all future generations to take on climate change in a real and serious manner. Finally, former U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry, in a speech delivered on the sidelines of a United Nations conference of
climate change, said this about the issue: "If we fall short, it will be the greatest instance in modern
history of a generation in a time of crisis, abdicating responsibility for the future," he said. "It won't just
be a policy failure; because of the nature of this challenge, it will be a moral failure, a betrayal of
devastating consequences."
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II.

Key Recommendations to Undertake in FY 2018 and New Recommendations
from the Climate Action Plan: 2017 Update
Key Recommendations for FY 2018

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Include Energy Conservation Metrics in Department Staff Performance Plans
Hire an Energy Conservation/Education Coordinator
Establish an Interdepartmental Energy Team
Establish a Climate Action Commission for the Town
Implement a Municipal Energy/GHG Emissions Reduction Goal
Perform Energy Audits for all Municipal Buildings
Adopt the energy tracking tool available at no cost through the Green Communities Program

New Recommendations from the Climate Action Plan: 2017 Update
1. TOWN MANAGER/BOARD OF SELECTMEN
1a. Include Energy Conservation Metrics in Department Staff Performance Plans:
In order for energy conservation and efficiency to become integrated into municipal operations
and planning, departmental staff -particularly department managers- should have a
component of their performance based on these goals. This should include efforts towards
reductions in energy use through conservation and efficiency, and participation in an interdepartmental energy team (see Rec. 1c below).
1b. Hire an Energy Conservation/Education Coordinator:
This recommendation combines two from the original Ipswich Climate Action Plan (CAP) into
one full-time position. The Town should hire an Energy Conservation /Education
Coordinator to develop, implement, and monitor a comprehensive Town government
energy plan that is based upon the Ipswich CAP, and to develop and implement an energy
education plan for town residents and businesses.
1c. Establish an Interdepartmental Energy Team:
The Town should form a municipal energy team composed of (at a minimum) the Town
Manager, a representative of every Town department, and the Energy Conservation/Education
Coordinator.
1d. Establish a Climate Action Commission for the Town:
The communities that are most successful in increasing energy conservation and renewable
energy are those that have citizens' committees to work with town staff and officials on
projects. Green Community committees and our own Recycling Committee are examples of this.
The Board of Selectmen should authorize a Climate Action Commission with at least seven
members to work on projects with the ELD, a newly created Energy Conservation/Education
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Coordinator and the interdepartmental energy team to further energy conservation and renewable
energy projects in town.
1e. Implement a Municipal Energy/Greenhouse gas Emissions Reduction Goal:
Reduce municipal government’s fuel and electricity use, and thereby GHG emissions, by at
least 4% per year on an ongoing basis. Establish goals, benchmarks, and programs to achieve
100% renewable energy use in Ipswich by an identified date (e.g., Massachusetts State Bill
S.1849 has proposed a goal of 100% renewable energy in the commonwealth by 2050).
1f. Explore Options for Participating in the Clean Energy Center (CEC)/Green Communities
Program:
Participation in the CEC and Green Communities Program requires a contractual agreement
between the town and the CEC. These programs provide grants and incentives to fund energy
conservation and efficiency and renewable energy projects and may substantially increase the
Town’s efforts to reduce energy use and GHG emissions. The Town should fully explore the
grants and incentives available, including investigating the five municipal light plant
communities currently participating to evaluate the costs and benefits for Ipswich.
Reviewing project and grant needs in the near future based on building energy audits and
improvements would be important in assessing whether Ipswich should participate in this
program.
2. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
2a. Perform Energy Audit in all Municipal Buildings:
Ipswich should undertake comprehensive energy audits for all municipal buildings. Towns
that have performed energy audits in their municipal buildings have found tremendous cost and
energy savings. For example, Lowell contracted with Ameresco, a Massachusetts-based
company, to achieve over $1.5M of annual savings to the City.
(http://www.ameresco.com/sites/default/files/cs_lowell_v6.pdf). The use of the
Commonwealth’s free energy monitoring tool (see Rec. 4a below) can be used to measure and
track the results of energy upgrades.
2b. Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Stations:
The Town should plan for integrating EV charging stations in municipal lots for both
municipal vehicle and public use. This effort should include evaluating existing parking lots
and, in particular, the design and renovation of the Hammatt Street parking lot, as it is centrallylocated to downtown businesses.
3. MUNICIPAL VEHICLES
3a. Evaluate Costs and GHG Emissions of Municipal Vehicles:
The Town currently transfers retired police cruisers to other municipal departments, but these
large vehicles are not fuel efficient and not necessary for every department need. The Town
should consider providing these vehicles only to staff who need their features and selling the
remaining. Leasing all vehicles would prevent the task of disposing of retiring vehicles. The
town should consider leasing electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles, or buying vehicles coming
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off leases for departments not needing the power and carrying capacity. Development of
electric vehicle (EV) charging stations in municipal lots would support municipal EVs and
encourage public ownership of EVs. For all municipal vehicles, the Town should evaluate the
costs and GHG emissions of vehicle use (see Rec. 3c below).
3b. Re-evaluate In-house Vehicle Repair:
The use of in-house vehicle maintenance service is an option based on the exclusive purchase of
Ford brand vehicles, but restricts the Town’s options for other brands that may be more fuel
efficient (e.g., EVs or plug-in hybrids). The Town should consider training in-house
mechanics or contracting a portion of this service to provide greater options for more fuelefficient vehicles, including EVs. In addition, the Town could lease vehicles as noted in Rec.
3a above.
3c. Measure and Track Vehicle Fuel Use:
The Town should measure and track fuel use for each vehicle and department, and establish
goals for fuel reduction. For example, a program could be developed for departments to plan
and coordinate site visits and utilize the most fuel-efficient vehicle option to reduce fuel use.
4. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
4a. Tracking Software:
The Town should adopt the energy tracking tool available at no cost through the Green
Communities Program - MassEnergyInsight (www.massenergyinsight.net). This tool can
track all municipal energy use, including the cost, amount of fuel/energy used, and GHG
emissions. The effort could begin with evaluating the conversion of streetlights to LED. Track
progress against that goal of 4% reduction in GHG emissions per year.
5. UTILITIES DEPARTMENT
5a. Energy Storage Proof-of-Concept:
The Electric Light Department (ELD) should evaluate a pilot “proof-of-concept” energy
storage project(s), both with interested ELD customers and as ELD-owned assets. The
Energy Storage Initiative (ESI), supported by the Massachusetts Department of Energy
Resources (DOER) and Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC), has set a policy goal of
generating 600 MW of advanced energy storage in Massachusetts by 2025. The ESI encourages
private-public partnerships to advance energy storage technologies as a strategy to increase
effectiveness of renewable energy generation and reduce GHG emissions in the power sector.
5b. Solar Potential Assessment:
The ELD should complete a solar energy access map showing orientation of roofs and
parking areas to identify viable solar energy sites for distributed (residential and business)
generation and for ELD-owned installations and other leasing opportunities. Explore
developing a program for installing ELD-owned PV panels on leased space over parking and
roofs. Encourage customers to partner with ELD or invest themselves in optimal solar locations.
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5c. Rate Structure:
At the time of this writing, nearly 85% of Ipswich residences are equipped with smart electric
meters, and installation plans are in place for the remaining. Smart meter technology provides an
opportunity for increased efficiency and consumer control of energy savings when paired with an
effective dynamic rate program. In anticipation of achieving the Town-wide goal of smart
meters, the ELD Commissioners are urged to explore time-of-use rates, critical peak
pricing, peak time rebates, or some other pricing method that will incentivize users to time
their demand with off-peak power, which is drawn from cleaner sources and emits less GHG
emissions.
5d: Residential Financing Partnerships for Solar Improvements.
The ELD should explore programs and coordinate with financial institutions to make
financing available for residential and commercial solar installation. For example, Village
Bank in Newton runs a solar improvement loan program with no pre-payment penalty. In other
cases, solar improvements can be rolled into home improvement financing.
5e. Commercial Building/Business Financing Partnerships for Energy Conservation:
Evaluate a program undertaken by the City of Newton, Eversource, and MassSave to
provide energy audits to commercial customers provided by World Energy Efficiency
Services, and then provide financing for the improvements repaid in part out of cost savings.
5f. Increase Renewable Energy Portfolio:
The ELD should increase the portfolio of electricity acquisition to meet the Town’s GHG
emission reduction goal of 4% per year, and to meet a 100% renewable energy goal by an
identified date.
5g. EV Charging Stations:
The ELD should evaluate partnerships with local businesses to install EV charging stations
for businesses in Town, as well as incentives and rebates for residential EV charging
stations to encourage EV use by customers.
6. DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (PLANNING, OPEN SPACE,
CONSERVATION, INSPECTIONS, AFFORDING HOUSING)
6a. Require Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy in New Construction:
The Town should consider requiring construction of new buildings seeking site plan review,
special permits, or subdivision approval to be designed for optimum efficiency, to the
extent legal and practicable. A higher standard for energy efficiency may be related to the size
of the development and energy use. Include renewable energy and energy conservation on the
site to the greatest extent feasible. Examples include LEED and Passive House Institute building
standards, solar ready roofs, wiring for EV charging stations, etc.
6b. Incentivize Energy Efficiency with Affordable Housing Trust Fund:
The Town should consider using grants from the Affordable Housing Trust Fund resources
to insulate to the greatest extent possible the homes of qualifying applicants whenever any
other rehabilitation work is performed, and incentivize installation of air source heat
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pumps when upgrades are required to heating systems. Use affordable housing grant funds to
assist with installation of renewable energy on residential properties owned by qualifying
owners. Use program funds, if necessary, to track these improvements and their impacts.
6c. Identify and Address Non-Motorized Transportation Needs:
The Town should complete and finalize the draft Non-motorized Transportation Plan and
incorporate the principles of “complete streets” to ensure bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations are addressed in the Community Development Plan and in all future roadway
improvement projects.
7. FINANCE COMMITTEE
7a. The Finance Committee Role in Evaluating Cost/ GHG Emissions:
Fincom reviews the budget after many of the budgetary decisions have been made. The Fincom
could be brought into the budgeting process earlier, particularly the capital planning process,
so the issues of cost and GHG emissions can be considered. Town Administration (Manager
and Finance Dept.) could break out both energy usage (fuel, electricity) and cost by
department as an appendix to the budget books. This would help in identifying areas where
progress has and has not been made in reducing GHG emissions, and real costs of budget
decisions going forward.
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III. Origin and Work of the Climate Change Committee
In 2009, the Ipswich Board of Selectmen, at the request of citizen activists, formed and appointed a
Commission on Energy Use and Climate Protection (Commission) to address issues identified in a
national effort to minimize climate change. It was believed that Ipswich, with the collaboration of the
entire community, could make an important contribution to provide a leadership model for other
communities, make a significant impact on reducing the town’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
financial exposure to abrupt fluctuations in energy markets.
In 2011, when the Climate Action Plan (CAP) was completed, the Board of Selectmen unanimously
adopted the goal of reducing the Town’s GHG emissions to 10% below 1990 levels by 2020 (from
116,800 metric tons (mt)/year in 2010 to 82,500 mt/year by 2020). This reduction would require a
decrease of GHG emissions by just over 3%/year for the period. Although assembling and analyzing the
data to determine if we have met this standard is a challenging task for volunteer efforts, since the
Town’s efforts have not been methodical, measured, or targeted, we most likely have not. Preliminary
analysis of electricity use over this period also suggests we are not on track to meet the target for 2020.
This Update of the CAP recognizes that the Town has made efforts to reduce GHG emissions during the
time period by implementing some of the recommendations from the CAP (Appendices C and D). In
addition, the Town has made a number of physical improvements to municipal buildings, including
doors and windows, and heating and cooling equipment. However, many of the recommendations of the
CAP remain unresolved or unfinished. These include the principal recommendations from the CAPhiring a person to coordinate comprehensive Town energy conservation and renewable energy efforts,
and creating an energy team comprised of municipal department staff to assist and collaborate on this
effort.
A citizen petition, which sought to create a seven-member Climate Change Committee (CCC) appointed
by the Town Moderator, was placed on the 2016 Annual Town Meeting Warrant and was approved. The
purpose of the warrant article was to review the recommendations of the CAP, identify which had been
accomplished and which had not, and identify any new recommendation that had not been considered
when the 2011 CAP was prepared.
The Committee began meeting in August 2016 and has met approximately monthly. This report presents
the work of the CCC.
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IV. Current Environment in Energy Conservation, Renewable Energy,
and Climate Change in Massachusetts
The interest and effort in Massachusetts for energy conservation and renewable energy in 2017 is quite
different from that which existed in 2011. The list below is just part of the various changes and
initiatives that have occurred since 2011.

Changes in legislation and state policy:
1. Massachusetts joined other states in the Northeast in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
(RGGI), requiring utilities to buy minimum percentages of their electricity production from
renewable sources
2. The State developed two Renewable Energy Credit (REC) programs allowing generators of
renewable energy to sell credits for the renewable energy they produce to the utilities that are
required to meet their minimum requirements for RGGI. The Ipswich Electric Light Department
is not required to participate in RGGI, but much of the RECs produced in town by renewable
energy facilities are sold to outside utilities. The REC programs make renewable energy
development financially feasible.
3. While the Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA) had been passed by the legislature in 2008, it
has not been aggressively implemented, and little effort has been made to monitor results. A
successful lawsuit against the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) in
2016 requires the state to develop regulations to implement the GWSA. The Governor followed
the lawsuit decision with Executive Order 569, establishing a timetable for development of
regulations.
4. The regulations were drafted in the fall of 2016 and will go to public hearing in early 2017, with
final promulgation later in the spring. All these developments will have an impact on the efforts
that individual cities and towns will be making to implement energy and conservation programs.
5. The State Building Code has, and continues to be, changed to require more energy efficient
design for new construction
6. In 2016 the Baker Administration committed $14 million to the Commonwealth’s electric
vehicle rebate program (MOR-EV), and in January 2017, the Administration signed Senate Bill
2505 to promoting zero emission vehicle adoption in the Commonwealth. The legislation works
to increase access to ZEV charging stations by making charging stations publicly available,
allowing municipalities and private businesses to restrict parking spaces specifically for ZEV
use, and more than doubled the historic funding of the MOR-EV program

Changes in Renewable Technology and Conservation
The technological advancement of renewable energy production and storage offer many new
possibilities for municipal efforts to reduce GHG emissions for themselves and their residents. These
new technologies include development of battery storage with distributed energy installations, the
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development of even more efficient electric vehicles (EV), as well as distribution of EV car charging
stations around the region. More efficient heating and cooling systems are available, most notably more
efficient air source heat pumps, and encourages heating systems based on electricity rather than oil or
natural gas.

Update on Climate Change in the Region
Although regional interest in energy conservation and efficiency, and renewable energy has grown, the
“facts on the ground” as it were, keep getting worse. Recent work by climate scientists have made clear
how dire the conditions are becoming in New England. Sea surface temperatures in the Gulf of Maine
have been increasing significantly in the last 30 years, with recent years showing an increase of 0.4
degrees F per year. In fact, the waters of the Gulf of Maine are heating faster than about 99 percent of
the world’s oceans.
Warmer water expands, meaning it will take up more space, and rapidly melting ice sheets and glaciers,
combine to rising sea levels in the area in general, and in Ipswich. Recent NOAA projections show the
east coast of the U.S. will experience rates of sea level rise greater than most of the world’s coasts. By
2100, sea levels are projected to be as much as 13 feet higher than today.
The challenge is up to us. We in Ipswich have a bull’s eye on our back as it pertains to sea level rise. For
example, the sea level projections over the 21st century indicate that in order to keep Jeffrey’s Neck
Road above the 100-year flood elevation for 80 or so years into the future, the portions of the road from
Island Park to Northridge Road the pavement level would need to be raised by 5-6 feet. Consultants
have informed the Town that this would be impossibly expensive and would cut off the homes facing on
the raised portion of roadway from road access (Town of Ipswich Jeffrey’s Neck Road Flood
Assessment: Final Technical Memorandum, CDM Smith, December 2013). A full-hearted commitment
to reducing fossil fuel use and GHG emissions is imperative.

V. Results of Interviews with Town Department Heads and Committee
Representatives
During the fall of 2016, members of the CCC interviewed relevant town department managers, as well
as members of several key boards and committees, to determine departmental awareness of the CAP,
and to understand issues related to energy conservation and efficiency as it pertains to their departments.
The CCC felt it was important to start with town staff as they are most knowledgeable of what they
already do, what more their departments might be able to accomplish, and what changes are required to
accomplish both old and new goals.
A 10-question survey guided each interview and added consistency. The general responses by all staff to
each question are summarized below. Appendix B consists of the individual surveys and a spread sheet
summary
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Question 1: How Familiar Are You with the Climate Action Plan?
Most town staff indicated that had little or no awareness of the Climate Action Plan’s existence
or content before being approached for the interview. Those who had some awareness indicated
that they had seen a copy of it and perhaps had flipped through it. The Conservation Agent
indicated she had referred to it in preparation for a grant application. Only the Manager of the
Electric Light Department (ELD) had extensive knowledge, which was partially a result of
discussions with interested citizens and the ELD Subcommittee. This effort was supported by
members of the ELD Committee who had recommended the CAP be included as a regular
agenda item.
Question 2: Have You Been Able to Integrate the Recommendations in Your Work?
In general, Town departments have not explicitly implemented the recommendations of the CAP
because they were unaware of the plan, and of the nature and breadth of the recommendations.
At the same time, the departments proceeded responsibly in the implementation of their capital
plans and their required authority by incorporating energy efficiency and conservation measures.
As a result, most if not all, of the capital expenditures since the approval of the CAP have
included energy-efficient, if not state-of-the-art, materials in their implementation. For example,
building improvements such as windows and doors, were all energy efficient products. On the
other hand, old police vehicles with V-8 engines were passed on to other departments for their
use, when EV or hybrid vehicles would have been adequate for the uses of those departments.
Staff in the Planning Department tended to implement efficiency and conservation issues
consistent with what is occurring in the field of planning in the state. The Housing Coordinator is
implementing projects with some federal funds, and these funds require Energy Star appliances.
The zoning changes made by the Planning Board are generally consistent with models provided
by the Massachusetts Department of Energy and Environmental Affairs. Although the zoning
changes have been put in place in portions of the by-law, conditions of Site Plan Review and
Special Permits have not typically required implementation of energy efficiencies to the extent
that could have been required.
Question 3: Have You/Do You Record the Impacts?
The only tracking of fuel or energy use in town appears in three places. DPW tracks the fuel used
by each town vehicle. The Recycling Committee tracks the amount of recycling and compostable
materials collected. MMWEC tracks electricity used by the municipal, residential, and
commercial sectors, and energy saved from rebate programs, for its participating municipal
utilities. And the Facilities Department tracks monthly utility bills as a means of identifying
problems in heating and cooling systems. More tracking information could be available on
electricity use. Tracking software could be used by departments for fuel and electric use so
trends could be viewed and targets developed.
Question 4: What prevents implementation of recommendations?
There were a wide range of answers here: Some indicated they were not aware of the
recommendations; others felt they needed a Town engineer to comment on proposed plans, some
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believed it was hard to include conditions that require energy efficiency and conservation; others
felt a lack of coordination among departments contributed; having acquisition specs prepared by
separate departments was a hindrance to some; and finally, the Recycling Committee noted that
they had implemented all of the recommendations despite not being aware of them. The
dedication and commitment of the Recycling Committee is testimony to what people can
accomplish if they are committed to a particular goal.
Question 5: Status of Projects Underway by Town
Again, there were a variety of answers to this query. Some departments have conservation or
efficiency projects underway. The Building Inspector noted the more stringent statewide building
codes, effective 1/1/17, requires more energy efficiency and insulation, and he intends to enforce
those requirements. Other staff used the question to ponder additional initiatives they could
undertake and some really got quite creative, including the Housing Coordinator. Several staff
indicated they were not currently working on an energy conservation/efficiency initiative, while
the MIS staff indicated that it was routine in the computer set-ups to continue purchasing
efficient equipment.
Question 6. Projects You Would Like to Implement?
Almost every department had at least one efficiency/conservation project they would like to
implement. An easy way to kick start the effort would be to allocate resources so projects that
staff are already interested in can move forward. Doing so could provide a sense of
accomplishment to maintain progress.
Questions 7: Work with Other Departments?
Again, most departments are working with other departments on some projects, and staff are able
to envision new projects that could move forward with continued cooperation between and
among departments. Increasing and systematizing the cooperation will be important to the
Town’s ability to increase conservation and efficiency efforts.
Question 8: Working with Other Departments Helpful?
Most departments agree that the interdepartmental work is helpful to their own efforts to commit
to energy efficiency and conservation. Department staff also seem generally agreeable to helping
staff in other departments achieve their project goals as well.
Question 9: What Might Make Their Efficiency and Conservation Work More Effective?
The views of most department managers seem to range from accepting to enthusiastic about
undertaking projects in a more inter-departmental manner. Some departments, such as the
Recycling Committee, had a major goal that could only be achieved by inter-departmental
cooperation. The need for a “sustainability or energy conservation coordinator” was noted by
several, while others noted that neither they, nor anyone else, were responsible for calling interdepartmental meetings and coordination. Need was identified for departments to share
information better.
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Question 10: Do Departments Have Resources to Track Efficiency and Conservation Measures?
The response here was almost universally- “No”. Town departments do not have the staff to
track or measure any accomplishments. Only Purchasing indicated that, if provided with a
tracking template or program, they could possibly do this work with current staff. Many
responding staff did note that they would be willing to track such information if there were staff
available to do so.
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APPENDIX A: Summary, MA Global Warming Solutions Act
and Text of Executive Order 569
Summary of MA Global Warming Solutions Act
In August 2008, the Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA) was signed into law, making
Massachusetts one of the first states in the nation to move forward with a comprehensive regulatory
program to address Climate Change.
The GWSA required the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EOEEA), in
consultation with other state agencies and the public, to set economy-wide greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission reduction goals for Massachusetts that will achieve reductions of:



Between 10 percent and 25 percent below statewide 1990 GHG emission levels by 2020.
80 percent below statewide 1990 GHG emission levels by 2050.

To ensure that these goals will be met, the Global Warming Solutions Act required the Commonwealth
to:









Establish regulations requiring reporting of greenhouse gas emissions by the Commonwealth's
largest sources by January 1, 2009. These reports will provide important data about the actual
types and levels of GHG emissions in the Commonwealth.
Establish a baseline assessment of statewide GHG emissions in 1990, which will be used to
measure progress toward meeting the emission reduction goals of the Act. The Legislature
chose 1990 as the base year for these measurements because it is the base year used by many
local, state and international climate agreements (including the Kyoto Protocol).
Develop a projection of the likely statewide GHG emissions for 2020 under a "business as
usual" scenario that assumes that no targeted efforts to reduce emissions are implemented. This
projection estimates the levels of greenhouse gas emissions that will come from Massachusetts
sources if no government action is implemented to require reductions, and will be used to
analyze the extent of emission reductions that will be required to achieve the 2020 target
established in the Act.
Establish target emission reductions that must be achieved by 2020, and a plan for achieving
them. The GWSA requires that these must be established by January 1, 2011.
Through an advisory committee, analyze strategies and make recommendations for adapting to
climate change. The GWSA requires that the committee reports to the Legislature by December
31, 2009.

EOEEA established two advisory committees to provide input on the implementation of the GWSA:


The Climate Protection and Green Economy Advisory Committee to advise the Executive Office
of Energy and Environmental Affairs on measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
accordance with the GWSA.
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The Climate Change Adaptation Advisory Committee to study and make recommendations on
strategies for adapting to climate change.

Also in August 2008, the Green Communities Act (GCA) was signed, a comprehensive reform of the
Massachusetts energy marketplace that will greatly improve the state's ability to meet the GWSA
targets. The GCA promotes a dramatic expansion in energy efficiency, supports the development of
renewable energy resources, creates a new greener state building code, removes barriers to renewable
energy installations, stimulates technology innovation, and helps consumers reduce electric bills. It also
created the Green Communities Program, providing Massachusetts cities and towns with energy
efficiency and renewable energy opportunities.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting
Reporting of greenhouse gas emissions provides data that is important for developing emission
reduction targets and plans, and for measuring progress toward goals. The Global Warming Solutions
Act (GWSA) required the Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) to promulgate
mandatory greenhouse gas reporting regulations. (See Sections 2 and 10 of the Act, found at M.G.L.
Chapter 21N).
MassDEP issued an emergency regulation (310 CMR 7.71) on December 29, 2008, that identified what
types of facilities are required to report (see a list), required those facilities to register with MassDEP by
April 15, 2009, and requires reporters to use the calculation methodologies published in The Climate
Registry General Reporting Protocol.
In June 2009, MassDEP finalized amendments to the greenhouse gas reporting regulation. These
changes included, but were not limited to, additional provisions to address statutory requirements such
as verification, voluntary reporting and reporting by retail sellers of electricity. These amendments were
developed following three stakeholder meetings and a public hearing.
To learn more, see: Massachusetts Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting Program
Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions Level
The GWSA required MassDEP to establish a baseline assessment of statewide greenhouse gas emissions
in 1990, which will be used to measure progress toward meeting GWSA emission reduction goals. The
Act also required MassDEP to establish a projection of likely statewide greenhouse gas emissions in
2020, under a "business as usual" scenario, which assumes that no new targeted requirements for
reducing emissions will be established. This projection will be used to analyze options for emission
reduction requirements, and to determine the extent of reductions that will be needed to meet GWSA
goals.
The Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs, MassDEP and the Massachusetts Department of
Energy Resources jointly issued a 1990 Baseline and 2020 "Business As Usual" Projection This
document was developed following a series of public meetings and a public hearing.
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APPENDIX B: Department Head Surveys
ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
(CCC Member)
Interviewer: Mike Johnson, Ed Raucher
Interviewee: Don Newell, ELD Manager
Dept./Board Represented: Electric Light Department
Date: 10/28/2016 and 11/29/2016
1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat____ Very__X__
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of). Use of ELD Conservation
Fund to pay/subsidize costs (e.g., Home/Business Energy Audits, MuniSolar Program, LED streetlight
replacements, Energy Star appliance rebates, air source heat pumps, programmable thermostats).
All or most is electric centric focused. “Substantial efforts on energy conservation
education/outreach” (e.g., farmer’s market table, newsletter).
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you record
impacts. (NOTE: Use extra paper here as this answer is very important). Massachusetts Municipal
Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC) tracks and reports electric use trends for each sector
(municipal, residential, commercial). Data shows long-term trend of reduced usage. MMWEC
provides generalized energy savings data through Energy Star appliance and programmable
thermostat rebate programs. No quantification of direct energy savings from Conservation Fund
programs.
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what can
you identify that has prevented implementation? (NOTE: Probe here based on info provided). “Not at
this time. All proposed activities can or will be implemented.” Note: This does not appear to be the
case for all CAP recommendations. See spreadsheet for status of specific recommendations in CAP.
5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board, as
well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 2014-2016
timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional work that
needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated
completion date. (NOTE: Record this in the other form provided). See spreadsheet for status of
specific recommendations in CAP.
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6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.

7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
and renewable energy projects? If so, please provide some examples.
(NOTE: Refer back to some of the projects that have mentioned to refresh their thinking)
Yes_X___No____
Examples: Council on Aging Lunch and Learn on Home Energy Audits. Some Energy Star rebates used
by Water Department. Not aware of any other department collaborations.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
(NOTE: Probe for who and how)
Yes_X___No____
Explanation: Reduced electric bills for Water Department.
9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more effective?
(NOTE: Probe for meeting frequency, software or communication, financial resources, and staffing).
Establishing an Energy Team would be a good idea. Initially these should be monthly, but quarterly
or so after a year or so as opportunities become less.
10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use of
fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does your department
have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake recording and measurements of impacts
in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No_X__ Don’t Know_____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to develop milestones in
meeting CAP recommendations, and in recording fossil fuel use and reduction in GHG on a regular
basis? (NOTE: Again, probe for staff, funds, time, and communication).
Creating a part-time or shared energy conservation manager could accomplish this work. See
comments in CAP Recommendations spreadsheet.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
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Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer:

Britt

Interviewee:

Terry Anderson

Dept./Board Represented:
Date:

Housing Coordinator

11/1/16

6) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat_X___ Very____
Skimmed before interview, not at all before that.
7) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
Very modest ways. Have funds from federal HOME program, town trust payments, and Coburn
grant. HOME funds require Energy Star appliances. No other funds have constraints or
requirements.
8) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you
record impacts.

None. Work 2 days/week, no time to keep track.

9) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation?
Unaware of CAP and goals, no time to keep track.

10) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your
department/board, as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as
undertaken in the 2014-2016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each
recommendation, any additional work that needs to be undertaken to complete these
recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated completion date.
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CAP: Went over list applicable to residential property recommendations.
103) could use HEA for rehab projects funding by HOME and town. Are now required to meet
building or health codes for subsidized units.
104) Town funds could fund insulation and other conservation measures
106) Staff could develop conservation goals for rehab program in its entirety. Could tracking be
rolled into the audit process and outcome?
115) Quality of energy audits not high. Terry refers to MassSave. Use town funds to pay for better
audits?
116) Could require all rehab loan clients to insulate to the extent possible. This could be covered by
federal funds and others.
118) At this point, only require code, not maximum efficiency. Could use trust fund dollars to go
beyond the HOME requirements in efficiency.
141) Could install clothes line set up at subsidized rehab units, or request in 40B projects. In
proposed Town Farm Rd., could be installed at request of buyer in closing the sale.

Currently have no activities on the list of activities undertaken by town in 2014-2016.
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
Central municipal solar field.
103) could use HEA for rehab projects funding by HOME and town
104) Town funds could fund insulation and other conservation measures
106) Staff could develop conservation goals for rehab program in its entirety. Could tracking be
rolled into the audit process and outcome?
115) Use town funds to pay for better audits?
116) Could require all rehab loan clients to insulate to the extent possible. This could be covered by
federal funds and others
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118). Could use trust fund dollars to go beyond the HOME requirements in efficiency.
141) Could install clothes line set up at subsidized rehab units, or request in 40B projects. In
proposed Town Farm Rd., could be installed at request of buyer in closing the sale.
7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.
Yes_____No__X___
Examples:

8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
Yes____No__X__
Explanation:

9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective?
Principally work with Ethan, and not on conservation/renewable issues.

10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use
of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does your
department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake measurements of
impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No_X___ Don’t know____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?

If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel
use and reduction in GHG on a regular basis?
Staff or someone else to implement and maintain
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BUILDING INSPECTOR
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
(CCC Member)
Interviewer:

Britt

Interviewee:

Sal Votano, Building Inspector

Dept./Board Represented:
Date:

Building Dept.

11/29/16

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all__X__ Somewhat____ Very____
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
Has not known about it – working for Ipswich for about 1 year
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations,
such as tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities
for which you record impacts. (NOTE: Use extra paper here as this answer is very
important )
He assumes town tracks mileage as he reports it when he fills up with gas at the DPW facility
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan,
what can you identify that has prevented implementation? (NOTE: Probe here based on info
provided)
BI is responsible for enforcing the State Building Code. There were increases in requirements for
energy efficiency two years ago, and again on 1/1/17, even more stringent energy codes will be
put in place. He will have to familiarize himself with the codes and begin to enforce. NOTE – we
should seek a summary of changes in these new statewide codes.
He has used mapping for his BP inspections to minimize travel amount, time, and fuel use. Seems
quite committed to this.
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5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your
department/board, as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as
undertaken in the 2014-2016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each
recommendation, any additional work that needs to be undertaken to complete these
recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated completion date. (NOTE: Record this
in the other form provided)

6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
BI only enforces state building code so he is limited. He would like to see everyone use spray
foam insulation as it is very efficient and makes the building stronger. He also noted that BI
fees could be reduced to incentivize energy efficient installations. He would also like to see all
new construction and large rehab municipal buildings be as efficient and renewable as
possible.
He noted that people could also collect roof run-off into a holding tank with a pump to use for
outdoor water use.

7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
and renewable energy projects? If so, please provide some examples.
(NOTE: Refer back to some of the projects that have mentioned to refresh their thinking)
Yes____No__X__
Examples:
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
(NOTE: Probe for who and how)
Yes____No_X___
Explanation:
NA
9)
How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective? (NOTE: Probe for meeting frequency, software or communication, financial
resources, and staffing)
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Has not done any
10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use
of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does your
department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake recording and
measurements of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No____ Don’t Know__X___
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
Only as already noted – town tracks fuel used and miles travelled.

If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to develop
milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and in recording fossil fuel use and reduction in
GHG on a regular basis? (NOTE: Again, probe for staff, funds, time, and communication)

CONSERVATION AGENT
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer:

Britt/Paek

Interviewee:

Alicia Galen

Dept./Board Represented:

Conservation Commission

Date: 11/2/16

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat__X__ Very____
Aware of its existence. Looked at it once for a CAM grant application.
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
Reviewed for applications. Might integrate in terms of issues of siting for renewable energy
projects near wetlands.
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3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations,
such as tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities
for which you record impacts.
Have to mitigate wetlands at 1.5 to .. Renewable energy is called out in the by-law.
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan,
what can you identify that has prevented implementation?
Only 2 recommendations – have not done much on either of them.
5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your
department/board, as well as projects that your department/board has been recording
as undertaken in the 2014-2016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each
recommendation, any additional work that needs to be undertaken to complete these
recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated completion date.
None pertained
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
What type of land can best sequester carbon consistent with authority of ConsCom. WPA –
mitigation must be related to impacts, so would need a by-law or regulation change.
Eel grass can sequester carbon, this is mapped by MA. Work to restore or expand as mitigation.
Currently withhold permits if taxes are unpaid. Just starting now to coordinate permitting for
benefit of staff and “customers”
Building Inspector is Flood Manager. Alicia oversees flood plain map. She should check every
permit regarding flood plain impacts and possible location. There are required standards for
working in a floodplain. Floodplain is a resource area. If project is in, you have to file. No
compensation. Need to reduce development in a flood plain.
7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.
Yes__X___No_____
Examples:
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Consider siting for solar panels. We asked about how CA visits sites. She noted in a town
vehicle. She noted that 99% of her site visits could be done in an EV.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
YesX____No____
Explanation:
9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective?
CA not responsible for initiating interdepartmental meetings. She is happy to cooperate She
works with DPW on coastal flushing to restore coastal native plantings and get rid of invasives.
Town would need a new staff or an assigned coordinator for improved coordination. Need to
have a point person but most staff mentioned (DPW, Planning) don’t have time.
10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction
in use of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP.
Does your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake
measurements of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No__X__ Don’t know____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
Larger discussions driven by other departments
If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel
use and reduction in GHG on a regular basis?

DEPARTMENT HEAD, PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
(CCC Member)
Interviewer: Britt/Paek
Interviewee: Glenn Gibbs,
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Dept./Board Represented:
Date:

Dept. of Planning and Development

11/29/16

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat____ Very____
Skimmed at some point, particularly recommendations related to P&D Goals
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
- Solar by-law, wind by-law
- Update language in regs and by-laws on LID, planted areas in parking lots, native plants,
etc.
- Check recs. On design review – underway
- In 2007 added energy and LID issues to SPR
- The PB, in SPR and SP, can inquire about how a project meets the standards in by-law for
conservation development
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you
record impacts. (NOTE: Use extra paper here as this answer is very important)
No.

4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation? (NOTE: Probe here based on info
provided)
Lack of staff to work on bike/ped plan. Two interns worked on it at different times. Need to finish
this up with staff.
DR Committee considers energy design in design review, but designs generally come in without
having considered conservation and efficiency higher than required.
Zoning changes have not included everything desirable, but have accomplished what is politically
possible.
5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board,
as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 20142016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional
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work that needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the
anticipated completion date. (NOTE: Record this in the other form provided)
Were largely completed, but more work is required on the bike/ped plan
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
EV Charging stations. Going to BOS meeting for discussion of Mike Johnson proposal. We should
locate them on town land, but BOS wants them on private land.
We could use reduced permit fees as an incentive for plans to come in with energy efficiency and
renewable energy
7)Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
and renewable energy projects? If so, please provide some examples.
(NOTE: Refer back to some of the projects that have mentioned to refresh their thinking)
Yes__X__No____
Examples:
D&P works with utilities on the wind turbines and zoning, and on issues of finding locations for solar
arrays – project specific. Cooperative work is less frequent with DPW.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
(NOTE: Probe for who and how)
Yes_X___No____
Explanation:
Projects get done better with more inclusion of conservation and efficiency

9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective? (NOTE: Probe for meeting frequency, software or communication, financial
resources, and staffing)
Departments could share information better. Sometimes need to push for projects, such as
Linebrook Rd. Bike and ped group intervened to push for inclusion of sidewalks. Need to finish nonmotorized plans and complete streets to provide town’s goals to other departments.
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10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use
of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does your
department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake recording and
measurements of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No__X__ Don’t Know_____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
If knew of a way to measure, would do it.

If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to develop
milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and in recording fossil fuel use and reduction in
GHG on a regular basis? (NOTE: Again, probe for staff, funds, time, and communication)
Question added about what Glenn thinks of the position of Energy Manager. One person
tasked to do this work would be most effective, but that is not the only way to achieve a
coordinated effort and goals.

SENIOR PLANNER
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer:

Britt and Paek

Interviewee:

Ethan Parsons

Dept./Board Represented:

Planning Board

Date: 10/26/16

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat_X___ Very____
Not familiar with what is in it
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
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Have generally not incorporated recommendations – would like to incorporate into the master
plan.
Have made changes to solar zoning, subdivision regulations that mention solar orientation (south
facing roofs), and amended parking regulations.
He does discuss energy efficiency in building design with applicants. Some recommendations are
big development costs. Can require mitigation of development design in there are off-site impacts.
Used stormwater example.
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you
record impacts.
No
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation?
Need to piggyback on other things, ie work with other departments such as DPW.
Ethan noted that the town is at a disadvantage without a town engineer. He can hire consultants to
review specific projects, but to really integrate land protection and development issues relating to
CAP recommendations, need a town engineer to coordinate with.

5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board,
as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 20142016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional
work that needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the
anticipated completion date.
Have made changes to solar zoning, subdivision regulations that mention solar orientation
(south facing roofs), and amended parking regulations.
He does discuss energy efficiency in building design with applicants. Some recommendations
are big development costs. Can require mitigation of development design in there are off-site
impacts. Used stormwater example.
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
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communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
LED streetlights
Hire sustainability coordinator – change Ethan’s job if he had to record metrics.
`

Require tree planting in approving SP and SPR.
Consider impact of land use on carbon sequestration.
7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.
Yes_X____No_____
Examples:

`

zoning, lights on permit applications, parking etc.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
Yes_X___No____
Explanation:
9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective?
Earlier comment on need for sustainability coordinator
10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use
of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does your
department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake measurements of
impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No__X__ Don’t know____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel
use and reduction in GHG on a regular basis?
Sustainability coordinator
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
(CCC Member)
Interviewer: Sara Whitmore and Eloise Eagan
Interviewee: Chief Nikas
Dept./Board Represented: Police Department
Date: 10/27/16

1. How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat__X__ Very____
2.
How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
 changed cruisers in 2008 from V8 to new V6 engines that are more fuel efficient and less
pollution.
 Even unmarked vehicles are 6 cylinders
 Enforce Anti-Idling Laws


3.
Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you record
impacts. (NOTE: Use extra paper here as this answer is very important)
 Town has gas key
 -each cruiser has its own log
 with fuel consumption has decreased consistently
4.
If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation? (NOTE: Probe here based on info provided
 Building is not energy efficient, uses a lot of electricity, windows are old.
 through facilities
 William Hodge (new heating systems)
 a lot can be gained
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5.
You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board,
as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 2014-2016
timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional work that
needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated
completion date. (NOTE: Record this in the other form provided)

6)

Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement
that were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.




Already strongly enforce regular law and laws
Unsure if it is needed but it is accessible if needed

7.
Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
and renewable energy projects? If so, please provide some examples.
(NOTE: Refer back to some of the projects that have mentioned to refresh their thinking)
Yes__X__No____
Examples:





8.

facilities and utilities
all of the lights have been changed and upgraded
electric board has been upgraded
Cruiser miles logged by other departments.

Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
(NOTE: Probe for who and how)
Yes__X__No____
Explanation:


Impossible to organize without

9.
How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective? (NOTE: Probe for meeting frequency, software or communication, financial resources, and
staffing)
 Vary effective right now
 Weekly meetings are effective
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10.
Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use
of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does your
department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake recording and measurements
of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No_X___ Don’t Know___X__
If yes, what resources do you use for this?


Not the field
If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to develop
milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and in recording fossil fuel use and reduction in
GHG on a regular basis? (NOTE: Again, probe for staff, funds, time, and communication)

PUBLIC WORKS
DIRECTOR AND STAFF OF PUBLIC WORKS
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer: Lori LaFrance and Carolyn Britt
Interviewee: Rick Clarke, Frank Ventimiglia, and Marlene Connelly
Dept./Board Represented:

Department of Public Works

Date: November 30, 2016

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat__x__ Very____

2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
Recommendation 43. Negotiate future hauling contracts to require emissions filters on trucks and
provide the means of verifying that recycled materials are recycled properly.
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DPW reports that in 2013 JRM purchased 2 new trucks which are used in Ipswich. JRM has its own
facility where recycled materials are processed. Since they make money by selling the recyclables, it is
in their best interest to be sure all materials are recycled properly. The next time their contract comes
up is in June 2018. 40-42% of the town participates in recycling.
Recommendation 44. Assess existing bicycle and pedestrian paths and identify areas needing
improvement or new paths. In conjunction with neighboring communities, develop a bicycling and
pedestrian commuter master plan that can be incorporated into long-term Town road maintenance and
planning. State and federal grants may be available for planning and construction of bicycling and
pedestrian commuting improvements.
Mr. Clarke stated that the new road construction on Linebrook Road and Jeffrey’s Neck Road will
include an 18 inch “sharrow” on the side of the road that will be a bike lane. Work is also being
planned for High Street and it will also have a sharrow. He mentioned that there is still a need to
update sidewalks.
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you
record impacts.
Mr. Ventimiglia has reports starting from October 2011 on gasoline usage (in gallons) for each
of the town’s vehicles that use the gas pumps at the DPW facility on County Road. He states
that despite weather conditions and the need for plowing, the usage has been similar for each
year measured.
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation?
A lack of cooperation/communication between departments has made it difficult to make
improvements.

5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board,
as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 20142016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional
work that needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the
anticipated completion date.
See question #1
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
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communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
Mr. Clarke and Mr. Ventimiglia feel that they have implemented many energy saving projects
already.
7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.
Yes__x___No_____
Examples:
Working with Bill Hodge they have purchased trucks (due to the power needed in order to plow, these
trucks run on diesel fuel), replaced three of six garage doors with the remaining three to be done next
year, and windows have also been replaced. Bill Hodge had an energy audit done a year ago and this
led to light bulbs being replaced. It was noted that before they were replaced many lights were burnt
out and not drawing power. Now that they are all working, it was wondered if there is any energy
savings due to the fact that they are now all using electricity.
The Cemetery and Parks building had a new boiler put in and possibly a new heating system. The DPW
has worked with the ELD by doing some planning in regards to the wind turbine and also with the new
LED street lights. The DPW owns the street light poles and the ELD changes the lights. The DPW is
working with Glenn Gibbs on the Hammatt Street parking lot renovation, which is currently being
planned, might have electric vehicle charging stations.

8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
Yes____No____
Explanation:
There is a need for more efficient ways to work with other departments.
9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective?
Mr. Ventimiglia noted that there is software which would be helpful in making work among
departments more efficient.
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10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction
in use of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does
your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake measurements
of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No____ Don’t know____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
The ELD does GHG emissions measuring, Frank Antonucci can let us see the state bid list for
prices on electric vehicles, the DPW gets the leftover vehicles from the Police Department.
If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel
use and reduction in GHG on a regular basis?
An ELD residential outreach program.

RECYCLING COMMITTEE
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer: Lori LaFrance
Interviewee: Dave Benedix
Dept./Board Represented:

Ipswich Recycling Advisory Committee

Date: November 1, 2016

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat__x__ Very____
Dave states that he was never made aware of the Climate Action Plan or the recommendations for
his committee.
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
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22. Continue with ongoing plans to increase recycling rates and awareness by strengthening education and
outreach efforts. p20
This has been ongoing. Information is sent yearly to households and the committee has reached out to
schools and the municipal sector.
23. Introduce town‐wide composting of food wastes. p20
In 2011, composting was offered to residences through the efforts of Heather Pillis. At that time Heather was
not on the committee (she is now) but the committee supported her in her efforts. There are currently 500
homes involved in the program.
24. Consider ways to reduce the volume of recycled materials by encouraging the use of less packaging in
products, and use of biodegradable rather than recyclable packaging. p20
In an effort to reduce non-recyclable packaging, the committee supported the high school students who were
successful in implementing a plastic bag and Styrofoam ban.
25. Consider economic ways to expand Town recycling to include additional recyclable materials. p20
Opportunities for additional recyclable materials that have been added are a textile recycling bin in the high
school parking lot and a three time per year styrofoam collection event. The textile bin has been successful
with many people using it and the funds it generates going to the school’s environmental club. Unfortunately,
the styrofoam collection vendor went out of business this past summer and the committee has been unable
to find a replacement.
26. Increase recycling rates in Ipswich schools and public buildings. p20
Much work has been done to support recycling in the schools and in public buildings such as purchasing and
donating bins, meeting with administrators, and holding educational presentations. The committee has also
financially supported the purchase of a hydration station for the Middle School which will reduce plastic
waste. The rates of recycling have not been quantified separately from the town as a whole so there is no
data available.
27. Require recycling at public events in town. p20
The recycling committee sets up and monitors recycling stations at the Chowderfest, offers its supplies for use
by the Boy Scouts at Olde Ipswich Days, and has a presence at the Farmer’s Market. They donate bags and
the use of their equipment to town organizations holding events. They have not “required” recycling at
events because that implies enforcement and is beyond their capacity.
28. Add recycling bins to the downtown area. p20
Recycling bins have been added to the downtown area next to the trash bins. They are removed during
winter months to assist in snow removal.
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3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you
record impacts.
Marlene Connelly, the town’s recycling coordinator, quantifies the amount of recycling and
composting that is picked up in the town as a whole. The individual CAP recommendations are not
quantified.
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation?
All recommendations have been implemented despite the committee not knowing that these
recommendations existed.
5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board,
as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 20142016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional
work that needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the
anticipated completion date.
The Recycling Committee was not part of the Town Managers list of projects that have been
undertaken.
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
The committee would like to integrate composting into regular trash and recycling pick up. They
would like to see every household have a compost bin and have been working with the DPW to
integrate composting into the JRM contract.
7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.
Yes__x___No_____
Examples:
Over the past two years, the committee has engaged Bill Hodge, facilities manager, to develop a
plan of reduction, reuse, and recycling in municipal buildings and schools. This is still in the
planning stages.
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Working with the Cemetery and Parks Department, the committee has put up “Carry in/Carry
out” banners at Bialek Park, Mile Lane, Pirate Park, and the Green St Fields.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
Yes__x__No____
Explanation:
There has been positive dialogue and results because of the interdepartmental work.
9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective?
The goal of having a master plan that can be used for all buildings to follow in terms of waste
reduction will make recycling efforts in Ipswich more effective.
10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction
in use of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does
your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake measurements
of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes_x___ No____ Don’t know____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
The committee has many members who possess the expertise to measure the impacts of
waste reduction efforts. This interview has prompted thought on how the recycling efforts in
town have an effect on emissions. Mr. Benedix has expressed interest in pursuing this line of
thought.

If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel
use and reduction in GHG on a regular basis?

PURCHASING
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
(CCC Member)
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Interviewer: Britt
Interviewee: Frank Antonucci
Dept./Board Represented:

Purchasing Dept.

Date: 2-8-16

1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat__X__ Very____
Glanced at it once. It was sent to many staff initially, but only to “higher ups”
2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work
and department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
Uses EPP for office products – almost the only item where he determines the type and quality. In
other purchases, specs are written by each department placing the order

3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP
recommendations, such as tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours
saved? Please note all activities for which you record impacts. (NOTE: Use extra
paper here as this answer is very important)
No one tracks this. He would consider it if he were provided with template. (Note – what would
a tracking template need to be like?)
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate
Action Plan, what can you identify that has prevented implementation? (NOTE:
Probe here based on info provided)
Specs provided by departments, based on their capital plan. We looked at the list of installations of
energy efficient building improvements. He noted that Bill H. has done the low-hanging fruit of
improvements on buildings.

5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your
department/board, as well as projects that your department/board has been
recording as undertaken in the 2014-2016 timeframe. Please describe the
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current status of each recommendation, any additional work that needs to be
undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the
anticipated completion date. (NOTE: Record this in the other form provided)
He was involved in purchasing materials, but specs from Bill Hodges. He noted that DPW
oversees all vehicles, and purchasing. Town has a full time mechanic for entire vehicle fleet.
Town tries to stick with all Ford products to not stretch expertise of mechanic. This would work
against the purchase of EV as these require different expertise to maintain.
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
The one he was most interested in was slower growing grass seed, described in report on Green
Products Options. He would also like to see the trash/recycling/composting contracts all rolled
into one with maybe more efficiency in pick-up routes. Need to refigure routes to minimize
miles.
7)Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation and
renewable energy projects? If so, please provide some examples.
(NOTE: Refer back to some of the projects that have mentioned to refresh their thinking)
Yes_X___No____
Examples:
Has been working with ELD on a new roof and DPW on garage door. Bids go to contractors with specs
on products, but rolled into one bid for contractor/materials.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
(NOTE: Probe for who and how)
Yes_X___No____
Explanation:
Yes – he helps departments evaluate vendors.
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9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective? (NOTE: Probe for meeting frequency, software or communication, financial
resources, and staffing)
Wish we had more shared contracts among departments, wish we had more collaboration between
municipalities.

10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction
in use of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP.
Does your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake
recording and measurements of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No____ Don’t Know_____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
Felt the department (he) has the ability to implement tracking if a system were provided to him.

If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to develop
milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and in recording fossil fuel use and reduction in
GHG on a regular basis? (NOTE: Again, probe for staff, funds, time, and communication)

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer: Brian Hone
Interviewee: Greg Parachojuk
Dept./Board Represented:

MIS

Date: 11/17/2016
1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat____ Very____
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2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of). Mr.
Parachojuk has not been given specific goals related to the CAP, and was not aware of
specific recommendations. Despite that fact, he has made the IT systems more energy
efficient by reducing the number of IT servers using virtualization, running energy
efficient servers and network equipment, and purchasing Energy Star-rated system as
part of the standard pc refresh process. In addition to reducing the number of town
maintained servers from a full server closet to two machines, services are starting to
be shifted to the cloud, starting with the financial system.
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations,
such as tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities
for which you record impacts. There is no tracking of energy usage.
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan,
what can you identify that has prevented implementation? Mr. Parachojuk has not
been given specific goals related to the CAP.
5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your
department/board, as well as projects that your department/board has been recording
as undertaken in the 2014-2016 timeframe. Please describe the current status of each
recommendation, any additional work that needs to be undertaken to complete these
recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated completion date.
40. Minimize computer equipment phantom load by instituting energy efficient technology practices. Number
of servers has been reduced from a full server room to two servers through virtualization and cloud services.
41. Purchase only energy efficient computer equipment, such as Energy Star rated personal computers and
devices. All purchases of server, desktop and network equipment are energy-star systems.
42. Educate Town employees about efficient technology practices. No action has been taken at this time.

6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department. When asked if MIS could support an energy
tracking computer system, Mr. Parachojuk was not against the idea, but concerned about
limited staff resources.
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7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.

Yes_____No__x___
Examples:
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
Yes____No_x___
Explanation:

9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective? No recommendations.

10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction
in use of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP.
Does your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake
measurements of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No__x__ Don’t know____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?

If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel
use and reduction in GHG on a regular basis?

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
SUPERINTENDANT OF SCHOOLS
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
Interviewer: Sara Whitmore and Eloise Eagan
Interviewee: Dr. Hart
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Dept./Board Represented: School Department
Date:10/17/16
1) How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all_X_ Somewhat____ Very____

2) How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of.
-

Recommendations were not given
School has improved areas of recommendations without knowledge of the CAP
- New elementary school being lead certified.
- School gardens
- Use of buses is encouraged but prices could be lowered
- Led lights and water bottle filters help conserve resources
- Changing boilers in Doyon School to be more efficient, and other significant changes to
school construction
- Recommendation for solar panels is being seriously considered.
- Use of STEAM and a lot of recent additions to the curriculum which include sustainable
sciences.
- Farm to school movement is popular on the board as well
3) Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you record
impacts.
- They track the cost of electricity and fuel for budgeting purposes but do not track consumption.
4) If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what can
you identify that has prevented implementation?
-

Costs and time management have been in the way of a lot of the recommendations because
they are significant projects.
- It is easier to keep procedures that have been consistent
- Programs within the school have not been an issue, it has been easy to add sustainable studies
to the curriculum,
5) You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board, as
well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 2014-2016
timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional work that
needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated
completion date.
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-

88: Somewhat implemented
89: Very implemented
90: sustainability competitions (e.g., STEAM) yes
91: Has advanced far beyond just beginning, connections with the Municipal Electric
Department and New England Biolabs
- 92: very similar to 91 in progress, they have a partnership at New England Biolabs to help solve
sustainability issues.
- 93: Energy plan is more money driven would be open to proposal
- 94: Partially implemented
- 95: Partially implemented as well, with special regards to the new elementary school building.
- 96: Pushes school committee to be open to more ideas
- 97: Partially implemented, worked with Connor Fauske to implement solar panels
- 98: Partially implemented, and touched upon
- 99: Partially implemented but would be open to more ideas.
- 100: They allow walking and bicycling but could do more to encourage it for students.
- 101: Not implemented, but have ideas for carpooling sign-up sheet or app/
- 102: Anti-idling, not implemented but could make signs.
6) Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement that
were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.
-

Using school buildings to put on solar panels.
Encourage the school system to apply for state funding so that they can upgrade furnaces and
boiler rooms.
- Create carpool list or signups for schools, also improve sidewalks for walking.
7) Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
projects? If so, please provide some examples.
Yes_X__No_____
Examples:
-

The school shares its facilities manager with the town
They have also been working with many other departments on the new school buildings.
- Could do a lot more
- Strongly supports solar panels.
8) Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
Yes__X__No____ Absolutely!
Explanation:
-

Worked with electric company on being more energy efficient.
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- Worked with water departments as well.
9) How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more effective?
- If departments could set common goals for what they can work together to achieve.
- Interconnecting recommendations could make work more effective.
- Generally informing the public more as well.
10) Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in use of
fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP.
Does your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake measurements of
impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No____ Don’t know__X__
If yes what resources do you use for this?
- Redirecting focus and resources would be required.
- Needs more time and money for staff.
If not what new resources would be required in order for your department to record fossil fuel use and
reduction in GHG on a regular basis?
-

The Capitol is needed.
Programmatic goals are simple while funding is required for larger projects.

CHAIR OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Climate Change Committee – Interview Form
(CCC Member)
Interviewer: Sara Whitmore and Eloise Eagan
Interviewee: Carl Nylen
Dept./Board Represented: School Dept & Committee
Date: 10/21/16

1. How familiar are you with the Town’s Climate Action Plan (CAP)?
Not at all____ Somewhat_X___ Very____
2.
How have you been able to integrate the CAP’s recommendations in your work and
department/board planning? (Please describe all the ways you can think of)
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same as Dr.Hart
(Joan Cuff school director of Finance)
Stem program across grade levels
#91: Do more w/
#92: Hasn’t been addressed; need more partners
#93: no such thing; energy audits
#94: Some benchmarks checked
#95: No Energy Star
#96: renewable energy
#97: Elementary building
#98: Contract to replace buses

3.
Do you quantify and record the impacts of implementing the CAP recommendations, such as
tracking gallons of fuel saved or kilowatt hours saved? Please note all activities for which you record
impacts. (NOTE: Use extra paper here as this answer is very important)
 No, they do not track CAP Recs
4.
If you have not been able to implement recommendations from the Climate Action Plan, what
can you identify that has prevented implementation? (NOTE: Probe here based on info provided)
 Time & Staff management
 Education (Lack of awareness)

5.
You were sent a list of recommendations from the CAP that applied to your department/board,
as well as projects that your department/board has been recording as undertaken in the 2014-2016
timeframe. Please describe the current status of each recommendation, any additional work that
needs to be undertaken to complete these recommended actions/projects, and the anticipated
completion date. (NOTE: Record this in the other form provided)
 N/A
6)

Please describe energy saving/renewable energy projects that you would like to implement
that were not identified in the CAP. Please consider examples you have heard about from other
communities, projects that might take longer to implement, and projects that you feel would fit
especially well with the work of your department.







Solar (already recommended)
Green Building (LED)
Convert Busses
-school water conservation
Energy Plan
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7.
Does your department work with other Ipswich Municipal departments on energy conservation
and renewable energy projects? If so, please provide some examples.
(NOTE: Refer back to some of the projects that have mentioned to refresh their thinking)
Yes__X__No____
Examples:




8.

Wind Turbine (School & Light Dept)
-Town Hall w/ elementary building
Share the School Dept & Town Hall (Facility director)

Has the inter-departmental work on these projects been helpful? Please explain.
(NOTE: Probe for who and how)
Yes__X__No____
Explanation:



They are essential to accomplish the project.
Town provides funding for projects

9.
How might inter-departmental work be more effective, or better organized to be more
effective? (NOTE: Probe for meeting frequency, software or communication, financial resources, and
staffing)
 Shared facilities director
 hire a sustainability director
 create a sustainability plan
10. Developing milestones in meeting CAP recommendations, and measuring the reduction in
use of fossil fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas production is a key part of the CAP. Does
your department have the resources in staff, expertise, and time to undertake recording
and measurements of impacts in reduction for your activities?
Yes____ No____ Don’t Know_X____
If yes, what resources do you use for this?
-It’s possible but, unsure.
- Look for student’s initiative
If not, what new resources would be required in order for your department to develop milestones in
meeting CAP recommendations, and in recording fossil fuel use and reduction in GHG on a regular
basis?
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APPENDIX C: Town of Ipswich Conservation and Renewable
Energy Efforts, 2013-2016
Energy Efficient Improvements Made by Ipswich Town Government, 2014 to 2016

Dept. making
investment

Investment

Year
Investment

Conversion of parking
lot lights to LED

2014

Remove & replace
lighting in gym with low
energy ballast

2014

Replace high energy
exterior security lighting
with LED on timers

2014

Replaced incandescent
bulbs with low energy
fluorescent

2014

Entrance light on timer
and changed to LED

2015

Entrance light from
switch to photocell

2015

How much of project
completed? (%)

Measures of
impacts? (kwh, gal.,
etc.)

Town Hall
Lighting

Pendant lights converted 2016
to LED
Installed low energy
ballast in corridors &
reduced # of tubes

2014
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All windows replaced
with double panes in
offices

2014

Energy efficient
windows in COA

2015

New AC roof units
installed

2015

Lighting

Replaced high energy
ballast with efficient
units

year?

Windows/Door

Replaced single pane
windows with thermal
pane units

year?

Lighting

Replaced ballasts with
new efficient units

year?

Windows/Door

Replaced old door
weather seals with new
seals

year?

Insulating univents

year?

Both burners replaced
with 95% energy
efficient units

year?

Calibrated thermostats
for more efficient heat
control

year?

Windows/Door

HVAC

Schools
Payne
Building

Doyon
School

HVAC
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Winthrop
School
Lighting

Replace ballasts with
high efficiency units

year?

Windows/Door

Replace old weather
seals with new

year?

Added insulated
univents

year?

Added insulated
univents

year?

Calibrated thermostats
for more efficient heat
control

year?

HVAC

Middle/High
School
Lighting

Added LED light to the
PAC
Parking lot halide units
replaced with LED

Windows/Door

Insulated all univents

HVAC

Replaced chiller with
95% efficient unit
Calibrated all
thermostats
Upgraded the
EMS9Energy Mgmt.
System for more
effective control of
exterior lighting and
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interior heating and
cooling

Police
Department
Install low energy ballast
units

2014

Convert lighting to LED

2014

Parking and security
lighting changed to LED

2015

Windows

Thermal pane units
installed

2014

HVAC

Window AC changed to
energy efficient wall unit

2016

Electric, general

Upgrade electric service
panels

2015

Vehicles

Replace 8cyl cruisers
with 6cyl

2013-2016

Efficient fluorescent
units installed in
chandeliers

2014

Outside security lights
changed to LED

2015

Pendent lights
converted to LED

2016

Lights in stacks
converted to LED

2014

Lighting

Library
Lighting
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Ballasted ceiling lights
replaced with electronic
units

2014

HVAC

60% efficient oil boiler
replaced with 96%
efficient gas unit

2014

Windows/Door

5 yr. plan to replace
single pan windows with
thermal pane

2014

Replace main door and
sidelights with insul.
Thermal pane

2014

Upgrade electric service

ongoing

High energy ballast
replaced with low
energy

2014

Lights in truck bay
replaced with LED

2014

Electric, general

Fire
Department
Central Station
Lighting

HVAC

55% efficient boiler
replaced with 96%
efficient
Installed energy efficient
A/C unit

2014

Old compressor replaced 2014
with efficient unit
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Single pane windows
replaced with thermal
pane

2014-2016

Replace old light fixtures
with low energy (?)

ongoing

Truck bay lighting
changed to LED

2015

Windows/Door

Thermal panes installed
in living quarters

2015

Electric, general

Upgraded electrical
service

2014

Lighting

Replaced high energy
fixtures with low energy

2014

Windows/Door

Single pane windows
replaced with thermal
pane

2014

Single pane door
replaced with thermal
pane

2014

Damaged garage door
replaced with new
sealed door

2014

50% efficient boiler
replaced with 96%
efficient

2014

Windows/Door

Linebrook
Station
Lighting

Cemetery
and Parks
Cemetery
Building

HVAC
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Department
of Public
Works
DPW Garage
High energy flourescent
replaced with low
energy

Ongoing

Garage lighting changed
to LED

2015

Single pane windows
replaced with thermal
pane

2014

Install insulated
overhead doors

2015

Replace overhead
garage doors (?)

2016-2017

Lighting

Lights at plant changed
to energy efficient

2014

Windows/Door

Replaced single pane
windows and doors in
the office and lab

2015 & 2016

HVAC

System replaced with
energy efficient system

2014

Mission

Low energy use UV
system installed (80%
reduction in energy use)

2014

Installed energy efficient
pump/motors at the
plant

2015

Lighting

Windows/Door

Wastewater
Dept.
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Energy efficient pumps
and motors installed for
2 of 3 high flow pumps
at Wharf; installed pump
to handle low flow
conditions

2014

Lighting

Energy efficient lights
installed

2014

Windows/Door

Single pane windows
and doors replaced with
thermal

2014

Mission

Installed SolarBee
mixing device in Dow
Reservoir to maintain
water quality

2014

Water
Department

Replaced about 55% of
water meters with AMI
capabilities
Installed variable
frequency drive at
Browns well
Procured second Solar
Bee mixing device in
Dow Reservoir
Funding finish water
pump replacement (?)

2014

Cadmus Report est.
savings of
$15,000/yr.

Electric Light
Department
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Installed energy efficient
lighting in shop and
office

2014

Installed exterior LED
lighting

2013

Windows/Door

Replaced windows,
sealed leaks and cracks,
replaced roof

2014

HVAC

Installed programmable
thermostats and energy
efficient condensers and
& compressors

Lighting

Mission
Develop
Renewable
Energy owned
by ELD

Town leases land to and
ELD has PPA with owner
of Wind 2

2012

Negotiating PPA with
future solar provider on
Town Farm Rd.

??

PPA with Eagle Creek
Hydro for 2% of town
power

2014

DG solar???
Energy
Conservation
on Town
facilities

Replaced 5,261 of 7000
electric meters with AMI
capable meetings

through 2016

Replaced 147 outdoor &
street lighting with high
efficiency fluorescent
and LED

2015
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Customer
Assistance

35 home energy audits

2015

115 energy efficient
appliance rebates

2015

11 solar PV system
rebates

2015

5 C&I energy audits

2015

Amended solar zoning
by-law allowing groundmounted in all zoning
districts

2012

Amended to allow WECS
as accessory use for
residences in all districts

2007

Added energy efficiency
and other resource
conservation as a
standard for SPR

2007

New construction must
comply with LEEDs
Energy Code Standards

2009

Worked with engineers
to redesign JN Rd.

2015-2016

Participation in Coastal
Resiliency grant

2015

Planning
Zoning

65

66

APPENDIX D: Recommendations from Climate Action Plan 2011 – How they Have
Been Implemented
Notes:
1) Rec. No. is the recommendation number from the comprehensive table of recommendations in the 2011 Climate Action Plan
2) The page number - p. 42, etc. - refers to the location of the full recommendation in the 2011 Climate Action Plan

Ipswich Electric Light Department
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

2

Increase the proportion of renewable energy
in IMLD’s Electricity Portfolio (See Section
3.2.2). (p. 14)

3

Hire an Energy Education Coordinator, jointly
funded by the Town and IMLD, to develop a
comprehensive energy education and
outreach program for Ipswich, with
participation by the municipal departments,
IMLD, and the Schools; and to promote IMLD
programs (See Section 3.1.2 and 3.2). (p. 14)

Completed Date
Completed
On-going

No

Notes

ELD Manager is always looking for new opportunities for
renewable energy. Identifying a commercial-scale solar farm
project has not been successful to date. Information needs to
be summarized about what were the constraints/reasons.
Regarding using renewable energy projects to quantify
reductions in GHG emissions, the renewable energy credits
(RECs) for the wind turbine and Town Hall solar projects are sold
to others who claim the credits.
ELD Manager indicates a full time position for the Town is not
cost effective because the position won't pay for itself (ROI not
there for ELD). Could hire a contractor on a case-by-case basis
for events (e.g., energy fair, presentations). Manager did not
provide specifics for why he feels the position would not pay for
itself.

4

20

Form an Energy Team, composed of (at a
minimum) the Town Manager, the heads of
every Town department, the Energy Director,
and the Energy Education Coordinator
(Section 3.1.2). (p. 14)
Proactively solicit, initiate and advocate for
innovative conservation, efficiency and
renewable energy proposals. p19

No

On-going

ELD Manager thinks an energy team is a great idea. Town
Manager in Wellesley created competition between school
departments. Manager indicated Facilities Dept. manager has
been told their department can get ELD rebates for lights, etc.,
but hasn't taken advantage of these.
ELD has reached out to businesses in Town, but ELD Manager
has not recommended new solar projects until new rate
structure is finalized. ELD manager has worked on solar PV
proposals, but none have been approved to date (See #2 notes
above). ELD considering a prescriptive energy conservation plan
for commercial customers.
Follow up with new ELD Manager on 3.1.3 recommendations.

21

Review Section 3.1.3 for a list of specific
strategies that should be considered for
implementation by IMLD.(p. 19)

55

Hire a part‐time Energy Education
Coordinator. Such a person could help drive
this goal of raising awareness, as well as
many of the other recommendations in this
Plan.(p. 30)

No

ELD Manager thinks a Town-wide position makes sense if this is
a shared, inter-department cost. Believes same for an energy
conservation coordinator position, but not full time for this
position

56

Fund additional energy education/outreach
efforts to ensure that IMLD customers
understand how the Home Energy Loss
Prevention Service, home audits, rebates,
and other programs work, which programs
for which they are eligible, and how to access
them. (p. 30)

No

No additional funds are available to pay for additional
education/outreach. ELD is providing education/outreach
through monthly newsletter. Does not recommend additional
funds for this.

57

Find high visibility ways to disseminate
On-going
messages about conservation, efficiency, and
renewable energy. Repeat the messages in as
wide a range of venues as possible. (p. 30)

ELD staffs table at weekend Farmer's Market, sends out
newsletter in bills; Used to set up table at Annual Town
Meeting with LED/CFL bulbs, power strips; ELD Manager thinks a
conservation fair could be a good way to get message out.

58

Consider leading a Town‐wide sustainability
pledge drive. (p. 30)

59

Partner with Ipswich science and technology No
teachers to turn the renewable energy
generation facilities into learning laboratories
for middle and high school students. (p. 30)

Nothing has been proposed for the Ipswich schools. One school
from Hamilton-Wenham did visit to get information on wind
turbines.

60

Increase awareness of the rebate programs
by expanding education and outreach. (p. 31)

ELD has done outreach on rebate programs at Farmer's Market,
ELD newsletter. Manager thinks a table at Town Meeting may
be a good idea for 2017. Potential opportunities to partner with
Ipswich High School environmental classes.

61

Measure the effectiveness of the rebate
No
programs and the trends in participation
rates. (p. 31)
Collect feedback from participants in order to No
continuously improve the programs. (p. 31)

62

63

64

Increase awareness of the energy audit
programs through expanded education and
outreach. Publish success stories to
demonstrate how others have benefitted
from the program. (p. 31)
Develop a means of following up after home
energy audits in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the program, and potentially
identify ways to improve it. (p. 31)

No

On-going

No

No

ELD Manager doesn't think this would provide a lot of payback
for the effort.

ELD Manager thinks the rebate participation rate in Ipswich is
consistent with other Towns. No other ideas on this.
MMWEC doing more on this than ELD. Manager believes some
surveys have been sent to participants of energy audits to gauge
success (were upgrades completed, why?) over the past 6
months. ELD manager thinks a survey of rebate program may be
a good idea.
ELD has recently written an article on heat pumps after some
customers expressed interest. No other ideas regarding success
stories as demonstration projects.

ELD Manager believes MMWEC is doing this, but doesn't know
any details.

65

Monitor the effectiveness of the
commercial/industrial audits and modify the
program as necessary to achieve better
outcomes.(p. 31)

No

ELD Manager believes the Town could be doing more on this.
Very little follow up by commercial customers. ELD considering
shifting to smaller retrofit projects for industrial sector. Notes
again that the Ipswich schools have not submitted any rebate
program requests.
ELD Manager indicates smart electric meter deployment is
about 85% now, but only about 60% for smart water meters.

66

Install metering equipment throughout
Ipswich that will make time‐of‐use rates
possible. (p. 32)

On-going

67

Propose a time‐of‐use rate structure to the
Electric Light Commissioners. p32

No

68

Educate the Town Departments and general
public on the benefits of time‐of‐use rates.
(p. 32)

No

69

Use customer challenges as a means of
encouraging energy conservation, and
monitor the impact of each challenge in
order to determine whether it should be
continued or modified.(p. 33)

No

ELD Manager thinks customer challenges work better than most
incentives. However, this requires heavy up-front work
gathering data on effectiveness.

70

Add average use data to the utility bills so
customers can see how their consumption
compares to the norm. (p. 33)

No

ELD Manager thinks this is easy to implement. Currently looking
at new RFP for billing service, so this can be considered.

71

Add renewable energy to the power source
portfolio. (p. 35)

On-going

ELD Manager has been trying to get a commercial-grade solar
project developed, but has not succeeded. Manager notes that
changes to SREC programs in the state will reduce the value of
the SRECs and may lower incentives for new commercial solar
project.

ELD has investigated this an an option, but not likely to
implement this now. Could be a possibility when new ELD
manager comes on.
ELD Manager thinks this role would best be served by energy
eduction/outreach coordinator position. However, Manager is
not convinced time of use rates help low energy use.

72

Publicize successes in order to raise
awareness of the need for and useful
application of clean energy. (p. 35)

No

ELD Manager thinks customer challenge may be a good way to
raise awareness. However, did not offer any ideas on publicizing
past successes.

73

Assess the feasibility of installing additional
municipal wind turbines in Town. (p. 36)

No

ELD not currently interested in additional wind turbine projects.
Manager did not elaborate on why this is the case.

74

Assess the efficacy of implementing local
incentive programs for residential and
private, commercial wind energy generation.
(p. 36)

No

Same as above.

75

Consider developing a lease‐type program
where building owners would host IMLD‐
owned PV panels on their roofs in exchange
for a monthly fee or a discounted electricity
rate. (p. 37)

No

ELD is discussing this idea, but nothing currently proposed.
Could possibly work on a combined solar/energy storage
project.

76

Expand the solar program to include solar
hot water installations. (p. 37)

No

ELD is discussing this idea with MMWEC. But set up costs for
solar hot water is high and Ipswich is only municipality
interested at this time.

77

Assess all municipal buildings for suitability
for solar PV installation. (p. 37)

No

78

Continue to explore and pursue viable landfill
gas to power contracts. (p. 38)

No

ELD has looked at the High School and most municipal buildings,
but most municipal buildings are too old to handle weight of PV
arrays. No projects planned.
ELD Manager has not heard of any opportunities for this.

79

Consider offering a green power purchase
program, linked to local generation
facilities.(p. 39)

No

ELD has considered this idea. RECs from wind turbine and Town
Hall solar array could be sold to Town customers instead of state
market. This is a worthwhile idea to pursue.

80

Continue to improve the efficiency of
internal operations at IMLD. (p. 39)

On-going

Some ELD offices have been retrofitted with heat pumps; more
offices need to be retrofitted. Street lights outside ELD building
were switched out with LED.

81

Develop a long‐term plan to incrementally
retrofit and upgrade streetlights throughout
Town.(p. 39)

On-going

About 20% of Town street lights have been retrofitted with LED.
A DOER grant has been awarded to replace more street lights.

82

Install smart meters and smart grid
infrastructure. (p. 39)

On-going

About 80% of electric meters and about 60% of water meters
have been retrofitted.

83

Install centrally located charging stations for
plug‐in hybrid vehicles. (p. 39)

No

There is no plans by ELD for this. ELD Manager did not elaborate
on why.

84

Effectively expend all resources available
public benefit fund every year.(p. 40)

No

No plans for this.

85

Continue the existing solar incentive program
and explore ways to encourage customer
participation through equipment leasing
programs. (p. 40)

No

MuniSolar program through MMWEC is continuing, but no plans
to establish a leasing program.

86

Partner with financial institutions and/or
MMWEC to secure low‐interest financing for
customers who qualify for IMLD’s renewable
energy incentive programs. (p. 40)

No

No plans for this.

87

Consider replicating some of the loan
No
incentives offered by Austin Energy in TX
(www.austinenergy.com), which helps its
customers weatherize their homes by adding
attic insulation, weather stripping, HVAC duct
repairs, and Low E glass installations. (p. 40)

No plans for this.

N/A

Design and pilot proof-of-concept energy
storage project(s) with interested customers

No

A proposal for the High School has been considered, but no
plans to implement anything now.

N/A

Assess installing EV charging stations for
businesses in Town, including potential
partnerships between the IMLD and
businesses, and assessing incentives and
rebates to encourage residential EV charging
stations (Ref. 83 above)

No

No plans for EV charging stations for businesses, or
partnerships.

N/A

Complete solar orientation assessment to
determine viable solar sites for distributed
generation and for IMLD and other leasing
opportunities. Explore developing a program
for installing IMLD-owned PV panels on
leased space. Encourage customers to
partner with IMLD or invest themselves in
optimal solar locations.

No

No plans to conduct new solar assessments for buildings or for
leased agreements at this time.

N/A

Proactively approach the IMLD’s top
commercial consumers of electricity to assist
in improving their energy usage patterns.
Develop a system to evaluate residential
customers with the greatest opportunity for
improvement.

On-going

ELD has worked with New England Biolabs, Ipwich Shellfish, and
others. Modest successes on this due to the low ROI. ELD
Manager did not mention anything about identifying and
working with high usage residential customers.

Planning and Development
Rec.
No.

Department

Recommendation

Tasks

Complet
-ed

6

Plan
Bd, ZBA

For existing Town regulations, bylaws, plans
and procedures audit to assess alignment with
emissions reduction efforts. Identify potential
statutory obstructions etc. Energy
conservation, efficiency and renewable energy
projects. Update and remove identified
obstructions and include language that , as long
as such changes are not inconsistent with (p.
14)

Review zoning bylaw, subdivision
regulations, local
conservation
requirements,
criteria for
permitting for BI,
SP, and SPR,
review DRC
procedures

No

7

Plan
Bd, ZBA

Consider ways to make walking and bicycling to
schools and shops feasible and safe alternatives
to driving in Ipswich. (p. 15)

Discuss
completion of
bike/ped plan
drafted about 10
yrs. Ago.

Partial

8

Design
Review
Board
Open
Space
Comm

Incorporate principles of energy conservation
and sustainability into Town design standards.
(p. 16)
Consider carbon impacts explicitly in land
preservation criteria.(p. 17)

Review standards

No

Review site
evaluation and of
OSC, and
management
plans

No

9

Date of
Comple
-tion

ongoin
g

Notes

Planning Board added new
sections to zoning by-law to
address specific conditions
under which solar and wind
facilities are allowed, but
included restrictions based on
glare and size of facility that are
not recommended by the state
and not used in other
communities. The systematic
effort in review remains to be
done.
An intern about 10 years ago
drafted a good bike/ped plan. A
informal committee was
established that has advocated
with each road reconstruction
project. Town-wide review and
consideration has not been
undertaken.
NOT SURE OF THIS _ HEIDI?

Have not been added to
evaluation criteria - remains to
do. No tree cutting has taken
place on parcels acquired by OS
Program.

10

Open
Space
Comm

Promote Committee success in limiting Town
GHG emissions. (p. 17)

11

Open
Space
Comm

Consider the benefits of land preservation in
buffering climate change impacts and
preserving sensitive natural communities
threatened by climate change. (p. 17)

12

Open
Space
Comm

13

Open
Space
Comm

14

ConsCom

Prepare
informational
materials
regarding acres
preserved in
forest
Review NWF
work, etc; review
acquisitions and
impact on
buffering; change
site evaluation
Consider
financing issues,
appraisals, etc.

No

Could be done by white paper
prepared by Program

No

White paper from OS Program
summarizing information from
other sources would be
necessary task

Broaden land use regulations and land
No
acquisition terms to include renewable energy
allowances. Wind turbines and solar panels
should be permitted on portions of the land
where energy generation is feasible, and these
parcels (or the applicable portion of them)
should be placed under control of general Town
government. (p. 17)
Survey, map and approve land, as appropriate, Review currently
No
for renewable energy installations. (p. 17)
owned sites for
applicability for
siting renewable
energy
Assess decision‐making and permitting
Consider
No
processes to remove unintended barriers to
installation
renewable energy projects, without
options to
compromising regulatory safeguarding of
minimize/eliminat
wetlands. (p. 18)
e negative
environmental
impact

These changes could be made,
but might make more political
and organizational sense to
have acquisition partnered or
led by ELD for renewable
generation projects.

NA

NA

This could be undertaken as
part of the ELD effort to assess
roof tops throughout the
community . Most land is
restricted by Article 97.
CONSERVATION COMM
SUBCOM STILL CONSIDERING
RESPONSE

15

ConsCom

Consider the development of standards and
guidance related to renewable energy
installation projects that would facilitate the
environmental review and permitting process
without compromising regulatory safeguarding
of wetlands. (p. 18)

NO

NA

CONSERVATION COMM
SUBCOM STILL CONSIDERING
RESPONSE

Rec. No. is the recommendation number from
the comprehensive table of recommendations
in the 2011 Climate Action Plan
The page number - p. 42, etc. - refers to the
location of the full recommendation in the
2011 Climate Action Plan

Code Enforcement
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

Completed Date
Completed?
No

45

Work with Ipswich Town leadership and citizens
to evaluate the efficacy of adopting the “stretch
code” in Ipswich.(p. 26)

46

46. Educate homeowners, building owners, and No
building trades professionals on the long‐term
benefits of “stretch code”. Outline the monetary,
operational, and environmental paybacks that
arise from higher energy efficiency
standards.p26

Notes

Feels that with new and improving building code,
the stretch code is not needed. I inquired about the
differences between the new BC and the Stretch
Code, but the BC is still evolving.
See answer above

Rec. No. is the recommendation number from
the comprehensive table of recommendations in
the 2011 Climate Action Plan
The page number - p. 42, etc. - refers to the
location of the full recommendation in the 2011
Climate Action Plan

Police
Rec.
No.

Recommendations

Completed

47

Enforce the Massachusetts Anti‐Idling Law. (p.
26)

No

48

Consider proposing an Anti‐Idling bylaw for
Ipswich. (p. 26)

No

Date
Complet
-ed?

Notes

Department of Public Works
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

43

Negotiate future hauling contracts to require
emissions filters on trucks and provide the
means of verifying that recycled materials are
recycled properly. (p. 25)

Completed Date
Completed
No

Notes

May try with change in contracts coming up.

44

Assess existing bicycle and pedestrian paths and
identify areas needing improvement or new
paths. In conjunction with neighboring
communities, develop a bicycling and pedestrian
commuter master plan that can be incorporated
into long‐term Town road maintenance planning.
State and federal grants may be available for
planning and construction of bicycling and
pedestrian commuting improvements.(p. 25)

No

Beginning bike/ped plan drafted about 10 years ago
through Planning Dept. Intern

Completed Date
Completed
Ongoing

Notes

Recycling
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

22

Continue with ongoing plans to increase recycling
rates and awareness by strengthening education
and outreach efforts. (p. 20)
Introduce town‐wide composting of food
wastes.(p. 20)
Consider ways to reduce the volume of recycled
materials by encouraging the use of less
packaging in products, and use of biodegradable
rather than recyclable packaging. (p. 20)
Consider economic ways to expand Town
recycling to include additional recyclable
materials. (p. 20)
Increase recycling rates in Ipswich schools and
public buildings. (p. 20)

23
24

25

26

Yes

2013

Ongoing

2016

Ongoing

Major accomplishments in getting town to approve
elimination of styrofoam and light plastic bags from
use for point of sale packaging
Additional items are added to drop-off recycling on a
regular basis

Ongoing

27

Require recycling at public events in town. (p. 20)

Partial

Still work to do in regularizing this

28

Add recycling bins to the downtown area.(p. 20)

Partial

Need to be monitored; improvements needed

Purchasing
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

36

Purchase EPP, whenever possible. (p. 23)

37

Adopt carbon emissions‐related criteria for
evaluating competing products and services and
specify these in the Town’s RFPs. (p. 23)

No

38

Compare the lifetime costs when evaluating
competing products and services to account for
operational cost savings from energy efficiency.
(p. 24)
Choose local sources when possible. (p. 24)

No

39

Completed Date
Completed
Partial

Partial

Notes:

We do purchase EPP for office products.
Departments write specs, not purchasing
Departments write specs. If he had a template for
emissions-based criteria, then he would introduce it
to partner departments. We are able to write any
specs that we feel are necessary provided that we are
able to justify them.
I am interested in learning more about this evaluation
process and I am willing to track costs if you provide
template.
I always when possible provide bid opportunities to
local companies but award is based on the lowest
price that meets the specs.

Facilities and School Buildings
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

Completed

33

Continue municipal facility energy audits, identify
potential efficiency upgrades and retrofits, and
prioritize implementation based on carbon
impact, dollar costs, and payback periods to get
the most “bang for the buck.” (p. 23)

Partial

Date
Completed
Ongoing

Notes

The Facilities Dept. has contracted some energy audits
for municipal buildings (specific buildings were not
identified in interview), althought this is not
systematic or included in any planning. Mr. Hodges
mentioned energy audits conducted by an US EPA
employee (need to follow up with the point of
contact). Follow up after the energy audit is not done
to verify completion of recommended work. The

upgrades to systems or devices are not tracked to
quantify reductions in energy or GHG emissions.

34

Track Town facility energy usage by facility, unit
of energy and dollar cost. (p. 23)

Partial

Ongoing

35

Benchmark Town facility GHG emissions and set
goals to decrease emissions over time. (p. 23)

No

No

93

Develop and implement an Energy Plan for the
School Department as part of and consistent with
a comprehensive plan for all Town departments.
(p. 42)

No

No

94

Promote energy conservation and efficiency, and
benchmark School facilities’ energy use. (p. 42)

No

No

The Ipswich HS/MS building has an energy
management system that allows monitoring of
heating, cooling, lighting systems, but it is unclear if
anyone keeps track of this . It is reported to
malfunction often, with hot and cold spots in the
building. It is reported that when repairs are needed,
sometime it is an engineer and sometimes and IT
person. No other buildings in the municipal
departments have an energy management system.
Monthly utility bills for each facility are reviewed to
identify spikes in consumption that may indicate a
malfunctioning systems. However, the reduction in
energy use following a change in a system or device is
generally not possible in this manner.

It does not appear the School or the Facilities
Departments have an Energy Plan for the schools. The
Facilties Dept. could use the 5-year budget planning
process to integrate long-term energy planning in the
facilities, but this is not currently being done.
There does not appear to be any school facilities
energy use benchmark process through the Facilities
Dept., and no one in the department is responsible for
promoting energy conservation and efficiency.

95

Pursue the Energy Star designation for school
buildings. (p. 42)

No

No

96

Consider additional renewable energy
investments. (p. 42)

No

No

97

Evaluate school buildings for the feasibility of
installing solar PV arrays. (p. 42)

No

No

Date
Completed

There was a proposal to install solar PV on the roof of
the Ipswich HS/MS in 2015-2015, but it is unclear if
this is ongoing or if the proposal has been abandoned.
Meetings between the School Department/Board and
the ELD have taken place, but disagreements on
ownership and benefits of the system have not been
resolved.

Town Manager
Rec.
No.

Recommendations

Completed

29

Develop a Town‐wide energy plan that
includes the appointment of a qualified Energy
Director and Energy Team (including an Energy
Education Coordinator) with the authority to
set energy use benchmarks, monitor
performance, and educate Town employees
and the general public. (p. 22)

No

30

Initiate a workplace Sustainability Pledge for
Town employees. Sustainability pledges are
checklist tools that engage a group of people in
changing their behaviors (see Harvard
University’s Sustainability Pledge as a good
example) (p. 22)

No

Notes

31

Ensure that municipal sector GHG emissions
are reduced by at least 3 percent per year in
the municipal sector. (p. 22)

No

32

Attain Green Community status for Ipswich (at
this writing, at least 35 Massachusetts cities
and towns already have this designation). (p.
22)

No

As of this writing (May 2017) there are 155 Green
Communities

